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The Role of Marketing Analytics
Marketers today face a situation that is at the very least challenging,
and that sometime seems impossible. They are forced to make
decisions at a frantic pace in an environment of complexly interacting
market and competitive factors and changes in technologies and
channels. They are told to lead improvements to both the brand and
the customer experience while also driving traffic to commerce sites
and points of sale.
As a result, marketing departments are embracing business analytics
for a simple but profound reason: They cannot optimize what they are
not managing, and they cannot manage what they are not measuring.
To be able to take control and do effective planning, marketers need
insights that can only be supplied by marketing analytics. Increasing
volumes of disparate data and multiplying silos of potentially analyzable information have created chaos – chaos that is intensified by the
widespread reliance on the array of disconnected and inconsistent spreadsheets that
To be able to take
many marketers use to track, process and
control and do
analyze data.

effective planning,
marketers need
insights that can only
be supplied by
marketing analytics.

To use their time and resources efficiently,
marketing departments must assess the
effectiveness of their activities and how satisfactory their outcomes are. These assessments are best accomplished through
the application of marketing analytics,
which Ventana Research defines as the application of mathematical computations and
models to generate historical and predictive marketing insights that
can be used to optimize business processes.

If applied to a broad range of information and generated in a
consistent manner, such analytics can provide guidance to enable
substantive improvement in performance. In our benchmark research
on marketing analytics, three in five (61%) organizations said that
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improving marketing performance is an important consideration in
whether to invest in analytics.
Interest in analytics as a tool for sharpening marketing’s edge is
widespread, as reflected in findings in a number of our other research
undertakings as well. For example, marketing is the area in which
advanced analytic methods such as predictive analytics is most
commonly applied (as reported by 65 percent of organizations), and
seven in 10 organizations use these innovative techniques as part of
their marketing analytics. This leads to the need for marketing
personnel to be as savvy as possible in the processes and use of
marketing analytics.

Metrics and Analytics

A primary use of marketing analytics is to generate metrics, which
then can be used to develop performance indicators. Marketers need a
variety of metrics to help manage and improve their efforts, and these
metrics come from many areas of the organization. According to our
research, across organizations the most critical categories of metrics
for use in managing performance
are sales (named by 79% of participants), customer (49%) and cost
metrics (47%); these were identified as important more often than
performance (44%) and even
financial (41%) metrics.
For executives in particular, the
most important metric is customer
value as determined by customer
satisfaction and the customer experience (75%). In process terms, the
most important metric for marketing
is the quality of qualified marketing
leads (84%) rather than the quantity of them (56%).
Metrics thus provide the foundation for assembling indicators that can
be used to measure performance over time or to determine progress
toward goals.
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Simplicity Is Key

Generating useful metrics requires analytics that are designed for that
purpose. In light of their potential value across the organization,
analytics should be simple to generate and easy to use across business
roles – a view confirmed in our research. Two-thirds (68%) of
organization told us they view simplifying analytics for marketing as
very important, and another 24 percent described it as important;
clearly, nearly all organizations view analytics as complicated.
Moreover, most realize they can do much better in using them: Almost
half (47%) of research participants in marketing said they can
significantly improve the use of analytics and indicators to improve
performance. Doing so, however, requires some combination of
ensuring the usability of the marketing analytics being deployed, which
includes their alignment to the roles of the individuals who will use and
act on them, and adding the right skills to the marketing department.
In our view, Marketing should be able to generate analytics and apply
them without needing specialized resources beyond those typically
available to analyst or operations roles; it should not require support
from IT or outside resources. However, our research finds that the
most common process barrier to making desired changes in marketing
analytics, as reported by 44 percent of organizations, is lack of
resources.

For most organizations
collecting data for
marketing is a
challenge, while for
some it is very
difficult.

Overcoming the
Tyranny of Data

Analytics require data, and marketing has
no lack of available sources and no shortage of data. The problem has been to collect and integrate data and prepare it for
analysis in an efficient manner. Our research shows that for most organizations
collecting data for marketing analytics is a challenge (54%),
and for some it is very difficult (5%).

Today, though, tools for automating the access, transportation and
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transformation of data for integration are readily available and can
work on data whether it resides inside the enterprise or in a cloud
computing environment. These tools make it possible to process the
disparate data streams more quickly and reliably than through manual
integration. Using these tools can eliminate time otherwise consumed
in handling and processing data. Incurring these unproductive
expenditures is a common problem: More than half (52%) of
marketing organizations said that when dealing with analytics, they
spend the most time in various data-handling tasks rather than in
developing and using analytics, significantly more than the overall
average of 42 percent.
The automation capabilities of analytics tools also can help turn the
results into communicable and actionable information. Their use for
this purpose makes it possible to eliminate the all-too-common and
all-too-tedious approach of charting insights in spreadsheets and then
copying the charts to presentations – another set of manual tasks that
can introduce errors and that creates yet another disparate form of
information that must be managed.
One best practice in streamlining data for marketing analytics is to
have a well-established repository for the data that can be used for a
wide range of needs. Such a unified data
repository can help in particular in advanOrganizations should
cing the organization to the use of big data,
view analytics as a
which can open the door to a new generation of analytics and insights. Doing so also
process like any other
would make it possible to employ predictive
and set specifications
analytics to generate insights into what
as to its scope, focus
might happen in the future.

and activities to
ensure that it meets
the needs of
marketing.

Establishing Analytics
as a Process

Organizations should view analytics as a
business process like any other and set specifications
as to its scope, focus and activities to ensure that it meets the needs
of marketing. Yet many marketing organizations do not have well-
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defined analytic processes. Half (52%) of the organizations
participating in our research said they are not satisfied with the
process they currently use to create their analytics, and one-third plan
to change the way they generate and apply analytics. Moreover, we
found that the most common source of dissatisfaction with the current
marketing analytics process is analytics that are hard to build and
maintain (cited by 49%), which encompasses issues ranging from the
design of the metrics and indicators to the assembly of dashboards
and reports.
That’s not the only dissatisfaction the research uncovered. Another
(identified by 43%) is having the output of analytics in the form of
isolated presentations created, typically in spreadsheets, from siloed
data; such ad-hoc output in idiosyncratic formats cannot support
marketing efficiently as it mitigates against consistent assessment and
thus strategic decision-making and action.
In light of the several dissatisfactions our research has uncovered that
are traceable to ad-hoc processes that evolve to process siloed data
using at-hand tools, we recommend as a best practice for Marketing to
define from end to end the process steps and tasks involved in generating and using analytics to ensure
that areas for improvement can be
identified and the issues addressed.

Aligning Analytics with
Responsibilities

In each area for which marketing
has responsibility, people need
useful analytics that can operate on
all relevant data – not just on structured data but also on text and
other supporting information. Our
research shows that marketing professionals regularly apply analytics
to a range of important activities.
The two most frequently cited areas, generating leads (77%) and
creating demand (53%), span the several processes involved in
promoting products or services to gain prospective new customers.
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Developing analytics to understand the customer experience, for example, requires data on interactions from across the organization,
including feedback from customers in the many forms in which it is
received. Analytics applied to social media provides one increasingly
useful channel through which marketers can assess feelings about
brands, products and services – but to gain these insights requires
capabilities to analyze text as well as data.
This is essential as well in the area of brand management, a key area
of responsibility for marketing that receives less attention than others.
Fewer than one-fourth (23%) of marketing organizations regularly
apply analytics to measure brand recognition. In addition, brand
recognition analytics are available in only 16 percent of organizations.
Specific categories are not the only issue on which marketing
organizations must focus to make effective use of analytics. We also
believe that explicitly assigning responsibility for analytic processes is
critical for success. It is natural that marketing analysts should be
responsible for leading the generation of marketing analytics. Yet our
research shows that only 31 percent of
marketing analysts are primarily responsible
Our research shows
for designing and deploying analytics; 59
that only 31 percent
percent of organizations assign this responsibility to IT.
of marketing

analysts are
primarily responsible
for designing and
deploying analytics.

We believe a more appropriate allocation of
responsibilities is to have the IT group focus
on providing optimal data availability and
efficiency in processing analytics on larger
volumes of data, while the actual analytics
work is under the purview of the businessside analysts. However, Marketing should be
careful not to assume that IT will know which types of
analytics are necessary for the best business outcomes; this is one of
many instances in which collaboration will be not just productive but
necessary.
While carefully assigning specific duties is important, we advise
pursuing as well two broader best practices for marketing: Make a
dedicated analyst or team responsible for analytics overall and
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recommending actions for improvement, while ensuring that the
individual sets of marketing analytics also are blended to create an
integrated view of marketing-related metrics. These integrated metrics
then can be more directly acted upon across Marketing for maximum
impact.

Enabling Action on Analytics
The ultimate purpose of analytics, of course, is to guide business
decisions and action based on the insights it reveals. Organizations
therefore should use their analytics processes to discover and visualize
issues they can act on. In particular they should put in place metrics
that can be used to determine gaps in performance and areas that
need improvement. Our research confirms that developing better
marketing and sales processes (cited by 61%) is an important
consideration in deciding whether to invest in analytics. We therefore
would advise pursuing as a best practice having everyone in Marketing
establish goals based on metrics derived from analytics that are
measured centrally and published regularly.
Analytics can have many uses. They can help marketers plan how to
allocate spending for specific goals
and objectives. They can help, for
example, optimize the contribution
of marketing, in terms of cost and
financial value, to critical business
activities. We find that analytics to
assess the relevance of marketing
spend to goals and objectives (93%)
is atop the list of analytics
capabilities important to marketing,
followed closely by the ability to determine the department’s contribution to the sales pipeline. A best
practice here is to use published
metrics to identify the gaps between
plans and targeted goals and then define actions to take.
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Using Analytics with New Technologies

To facilitate taking prompt action on the insights from analytics,
organizations should take advantage of other available synergistic
technologies. Our benchmark research on business technology
innovation reveals that while analytics ranks number one among five
technologies organizations view as helping to improve performance,
ranked third is mobility. We advise marketing organizations, whose
employees are often on the go, to broaden access to analytics and
metrics by providing availability through mobile technology such as
smartphones (to access metrics for review) and tablets (for more
detailed review of marketing performance). A best practice we
recommend for marketing is to provide access to key indicators on a
weekly basis to users of mobile devices.
Our research identified collaboration as the second most important
innovative technology. Marketing can use social collaboration
technology and methods to enable interaction on metrics so teams can
decide on actions or review issues and opportunities. Discussion
forums are the most commonly used type (by 58%) of collaboration.
Another best practice is to use this and other collaborative tools to
facilitate open discussion of metrics and ways to improve them.

Optimizing Marketing with Technology
Analytics technology used to be reserved for analysts and statisticians.
In recent years, though, vendors
have made these tools significantly
easier for business people to use.
Now marketing professionals are
able themselves to get the information they need rather than having to
wait for others to deliver it. To take
advantage of this advance,
organizations should choose technology tools and systems that can
meet the spectrum of analytics
needs across marketing roles and
responsibilities, enabling self-service
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and providing a more intuitive set of ways to satisfy those needs.
At least 70 percent of participants in our marketing analytics research
identified five capabilities that are important or very important. The
three most often selected involve providing hands-on access to data
and helping users understand what it means to them; the next two
facilitate sharing and discussion of metrics. With such capabilities
available, marketing groups are able to explore ways to work together
on a shared set of analytics and metrics to improve performance as a
department, and so we recommend that technology selection criteria
include availability of those capabilities.
We advise as well that Marketing examine the potential of using its
analytics and metrics for planning purposes. A good test of their
adequacy for that purpose is to evaluate the extent to which they
enable a marketing plan to achieve its expected targets and reach
performance goals. Analytics-based planning tools can help guide
decisions and clarify trade-offs.
Based on many instances of research findings, we also strongly caution
against using personal productivity tools for analysis – a warning that
is necessary because spreadsheets are the
most widely used technology in marketing
65 percent of
analytics, in use by 55 percent of organizamarketing
tions. For simple tasks, spreadsheets may
organizations said
be easy to use and seemingly cost-free, but
they create silos of inaccessible data and
usability is the most
are prone to errors that can lead to poorly
important
informed decisions and actions. At best they
technology and
provide only approximations of the capabilivendor
ties most important to our research particonsideration.
cipants.
In evaluating technology and systems, we
advise using a balanced set of evaluation criteria. We recommend
these seven: the system’s capability, manageability, reliability,
adaptability and usability, its TCO/ROI and validation of the vendor.
Ensure that people in all roles, from executives to analysts and
managers in marketing, are satisfied with the choice. Insist on optimal
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usability, which 65 percent of marketing organizations said is the most
important technology and vendor consideration.

Taking the Right Steps
Analytics is an essential process and set of tools for any marketing
organization serious about achieving its performance targets and
demonstrating its value to the enterprise. As noted earlier, lack of
resources is a common barrier to making desired changes in marketing
analytics; a business case that is not strong enough (reported by
41%) is another. Therefore take care to assemble a business case that
outlines the benefits you can achieve and specify a time frame for
doing so; include efficiencies that can be gained in existing marketing
efforts.
Marketing departments today are under pressure to show how they
provide value to the larger organization. Demonstrating marketing’s value is an important consideration for
three out of five organizations in deciding whether to invest in analytics.
Evaluate tools by how well and in
what specific ways they can help
you prove this. For instance,
marketing contributes to revenue
generation, but most organizations
cannot measure how they do so.
Our research shows the importance
of this: The most important metric
for fully three-fourths (76%) of
marketing executives is the impact
of marketing initiatives on revenue.
Maximizing marketing performance is a demonstrable benefit of
deploying marketing analytics and using them well. When it’s able to
improve them, Marketing will be able to demonstrate its commitment
to enhancing not only its own performance but enterprise performance
across customers, financial and sales processes.
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About Ventana Research
Ventana Research is the most authoritative and respected benchmark
business technology research and advisory services firm. We provide
insight and expert guidance on mainstream and disruptive
technologies through a unique set of research-based offerings
including benchmark research and technology evaluation assessments,
education workshops and our research and advisory services, Ventana
On-Demand. Our unparalleled understanding of the role of technology
in optimizing business processes and performance and our best
practices guidance are rooted in our rigorous research-based
benchmarking of people, processes, information and technology across
business and IT functions in every industry. This benchmark research
plus our market coverage and in-depth knowledge of hundreds of
technology providers means we can deliver education and expertise to
our clients to increase the value they derive from technology
investments while reducing time, cost and risk.
Ventana Research provides the most comprehensive analyst and
research coverage in the industry; business and IT professionals
worldwide are members of our community and benefit from Ventana
Research’s insights, as do highly regarded media and association
partners around the globe. Our views and analyses are distributed
daily through blogs and social media channels including Twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+.
To learn how Ventana Research advances the maturity of
organizations’ use of information and technology through benchmark
research, education and advisory services, visit
www.ventanaresearch.com.
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